
Trends for labels & packaging converters

The importance 
of packaging in the 
retail revolution
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The (mobile) internet is transforming retail. Online retail 

and e-commerce is by far the fastest growing channel 

for groceries today.  The online retail industry in Europe 

hit sales of 534 billion Euros in 2017 and is predicted to 

continue to increase at a rate of 13% in 2018, over 602 

billion, according to the European Ecommerce Report 

20181 presented by Ecommerce Europe. 

New retail business models like Home Delivery, Click and 

Collect and Direct-to-Consumer disrupt the value chain, 

a transformation that is fuelled by the way consumers 

buy, experience and interact with products and brands 

using the internet and smartphones.  

Often forgotten is that packaging plays a crucial role 

in all of this, impacting significantly on both customer 

satisfaction and delivery logistics. The most important 

role of packaging of course remains to protect and 

preserve the product it contains, but it is no longer 

sufficient for brands simply to stand out on shelf. They 

need to connect and engage consumers with relevant 

content, sharing a narrative that connects the consumer 

to the brand values long after purchase.

 

What is known today as Marketing 4.0, brands are 

recognising that promoting a product is no longer about 

telling the consumer about its benefits or unique value 

proposition. Today’s continually connected, digital savvy 

consumer wants a far more engaging experience and 

is happy to share his or her thoughts and feelings far 

and wide about their purchases through social media.

And the label or packaging is very well suited to be the 

channel for that communication between brand and 

consumer. In this report, we focus on the impact of 

consumer behaviour and retail dynamics on the label 

and packaging supply chain and take a peek in to what 

the future may hold.
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Graphic. Sales of the online retail industry in Europe.
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It is clear that average print run lengths of packaging and labels have reduced over 

the last decade.

A recent FINAT2 Radar survey found a continued decline in run lengths for conven-

tionally printed labels, while there was a marked increase in average digital run sizes; 

average run lengths for conventional printing being reported at 4,500-5000 linear 

meters and 850 linear meters for digital.

While in 2015, a run of 3000 linear meters or above was considered economical on 

a conventional press; in 2018 a run of 1000 linear meters is now viable. The industry 

is benefiting from more flexible, lower cost processes.

Graphic. Run length decline for conventionally printed lables.
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Run length decline is unlikely to cease according to the Smithers Pira3 Report ‘The 

Future of Digital vs Offset Printing to 2022.’ Retailing is highly competitive and brands 

are adopting a number of strategies to drive sales that result in smaller job sizes:

• Brand globalization drives more language variants

• Increased product versioning: sizes, colours, flavours, clean labelling, allergen-free

• Increased frequency of brand refreshes – reported to be less than six months 
in Europe

• Just-In-Time production to avoid overstocking  and meet seasonal needs

• Product personalisation and mass customisation

The result is that the converter’s world is clearly becoming 
more complex.

A burgeoning adoption of digital printing helps to satisfy the extremely short run 

demands. Beyond that, digitalization of the entire production workflow is critical to 

reduce costs, waste and time to market.
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Lead time 
pressure

Not only is volume of each run length reduced, the time to 
market for brands is also under pressure. Converter lead 
times are therefore in the spotlight.

Being first to market for brands and retailers drives value and competitive advantage, 

even getting there with substandard product.

Converters need to respond quickly to their clients with highly streamlined, efficient 

workflow processes; chipping away minutes and hours wherever possible to meet 

the ever tightening launch deadlines the brands insist on.

Many forward thinking brands and retailers are also adopting 
strategies from the technology sector, considering ‘fast fail’ 
methods to innovate at pace and outstrip their competition.

Formerly known as ‘trial and error’, ‘fast fail’ is gaining popularity, embracing experi-

mentation and processes to drive success quickly, while learning along the way. For 

the converter this means being responsive and adept at ‘design sprints’ – rapidly 

implementing and iterating concepts or products - enabling the brand to quickly 

alter its plan maximise sales or completely stop a development in its tracks if needed.
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Brands are having to learn to synchronize the consumer shopping experi-

ence across different marketing and sales channels: balancing the successful 

placement of products in bricks and mortar stores, alongside adoption of 

sophisticated e-retailing techniques, further supporting with proactive social 

media management.

Traditional CPG companies are under pressure to survive and newcomers 

are stealing share through implementation of smart digital sales strategies. 

boohoo.com is a good example. It has an excellent reputation for engaging its 

customers online and notably the company’s value grew from £560m in 2014 

to £2bn in 2017. 

Having been built entirely on e-commerce, the retailer understands the impor-

tance of mobile-friendly experiences, delivering offers and promotions to its 

clients at the right time on the right channel.

However, today’s reality is that many retail businesses are having to close  stores 

and embrace mobile and data to remain competitive in the e-world instead. 

But at the same time, in origin digital-only “e-tailers” are now opening physical 

stores because they need to logistics to reach consumer’s doorsteps. 

Synchronize 
online & offline 
communication 
channels

Graphic. Boohoo.com - Excellent reputation in engaging its customers online and 

notably the company’s value grew from £560m in 2014 to £2bn in 2017. 
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Think about it, converters sit on all the data required to produce the physical pack 

– the technical specification, all required assets, images, logos, text, diecut layouts,  

as well as the environmental credentials of the design. A useful knowledge base for 

brands to tap in to when exposed to online communication channels. 

Combine this with development of computer-generated images (CGI) during the pack 

concept development process and the converter has a very useful role in enabling 

the brand to populate its e-commerce platforms.

Rather than waiting for the photo shoot of the new product launch, adding countless 

hours or days to new product development process, many marketing teams today 

are taking advantage of CGI to enhance their speed to market.

The context for the pack is completely adaptable in CGI – the kitchen counter, 

picnic table, dinner party or supermarket shelf can all be realised at the touch of 

a button. And when preserving a live link to the database of origin, the images are 

easy to update. 

The converter is now no longer simply a pack production facility, it is an integral part 

of the e-commerce workflow process and should be recognised for its intrinsic role 

in supporting an effective, connected and efficient e-commerce strategy.

Interesting 
opportunities 
for the 
enlightened 
converter

Graphic. Computer-generated images (CGI) indicate what the packaging will look like. 

Ideal for brands to populate their e-commerce platform.
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Connecting 
brands, 
supply chains 
& consumers

The future for converters is all about connecting – integrating digital solutions literally 

from concept to consumer to enable real-time, efficient communications, processes 

and engagement to eradicate cost and waste and ultimately drive profitability and 

growth for the converter and its customer, the brand.

The real-time connectivity of people, presses, machines, 
platforms and key stakeholders is expected to create unseen 
efficiency gains. We are now truly in a digital age and the label, 
packaging and print industries are challenged with adopting 
digital connections in ways not previously considered.

Connecting supply chains 
Connecting the brand owner, designer, pre-media house, printer-converter, pack-

er-filler, logistics and retailer, are all now a reality against a backdrop of globalization. 

Consider for a moment brand owners in London being able to develop packaging, 

where the artwork is created in New York and produced by converters in Poland, 

Vietnam and Mexico to support a simultaneous product launch in 45 countries. 

System integration between disparate partners is no longer an unrealistic scenario.

Integrating the prepress environment with management information systems and 

inline inspection processes is a reality. Virtual 3D pack mock ups are created at 

the pack concept development stage and then automation of product variants in 

prepress can be implemented by populating design templates with pre-approved 

dynamic content and automated artwork creation. Digital colour specifications 

can also be integrated into each step to ensure right first time production, gaining 

precious hours and days to respond to lead time pressures.
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On the shop floor, connected printing operations optimize machine uptime and 

drive printing performance. Supported by machine suppliers actively monitoring, 

and forecasting, preventive maintenance interventions.

The simplicity and automation of new presses is enabling hardware and software to 

talk to each other to drive overall equipment efficiency (OEE). For example, printing 

press conditions can inform platemaking parameters or alter job queues for more 

efficient production and define planning and ganging of jobs depending on priorities. 

A new flexible print environment is created through complementary press technol-

ogies – conventional and digital - combined with mastering digital data to plan and 

process jobs in smart ways. Last minute shifts from press to press and splitting runs 

can be achieved through effective data management. 

Instead of being the victim and bottleneck in the packaging development process, 

the printer converter now becomes an effective and proactive service partner for 

brands and retailers.

Connecting packaging, brands and consumers
The physical pack is no longer a passive entity – it lives in a connected online eco-

system where brands drive consumer satisfaction, engagement and loyalty. 

Digitalization of product packaging enables the consumer 
‘conversation’ to continue long after purchase by combining 
the pack with apps and web enabled tools utilizing big data 
to deliver the brand story in the home through gamification, 
contests unique brand experiences and tailored promotions.  

Augmented Commerce (A-commerce) is now emerging too; the buying and selling 

of goods using Augmented Reality (AR), overlaying a real world environment with 

virtual products. AR has always been anticipated to change the online retailing 

world and revolutionize the way consumers shop. As brands and retailers seek to 
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deliver a cohesive omnichannel buying experience, technology is vital in engaging 

buyers both in store and online. AR enables retailers to offer consumers a more 

personal, realistic experience and familiarity with brands, where only flat images 

were available previously. 

IKEA is a well-known early adopter of AR technology. Having traditionally relied on 

shoppers to visit its stores to sell furniture, IKEA integrated smartphone shopping 

in to its channel strategy. Using the IKEA Place app, customers can preview how 

furniture looks in their home, viewing 3D rendered images from different angles 

for over 2,000 products in rooms before reserving the ones they want in the app. 

According to the IKEA management team, this enables consumers to make ‘reliable 

decisions’ before purchase.

Being able to shop real-time, in a ‘real’ store or home environment, allows consumers 

to speed up their buying decisions, positively impacting sales and product returns 

for retailers. With CGI and A-commerce, the consumer is no longer trapped peering 

into a small screen or disappointed on opening the product in the home, A-com-

merce and smart packaging solutions are driving a new digital retail experience that 

is opening up tremendous opportunities for innovation to build brand loyalty and 

consumer satisfaction.

Graphic. IKEA, a well-known early adopter of AR.  Using the IKEA Place app, customers can 

preview how furniture looks in their home.
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In summary
Retail is undergoing disruptive transformation. And packaging plays a crucial role. 

Truly connecting the entire packaging supply chain, from concept to consumer, 

is boundless in terms of possibilities and benefits for brands who are facing the 

challenge of a harmonious omnichannel communication. 

From increasing the speed, transparency, consistency and efficiencies available to 

the design and converting community, through to enabling new levels of service, 

performance and value propositions for brands, digitalization is delivering game-

changing solutions that will benefit consumers long in to the future.
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Esko provides a range of solutions supporting thousands of packaging 

converters around the world.

If you want to find out more about how Esko can support your dig-

ital business transformation, go to www.esko.com or drop us a line at 

info.eur@esko.com.


